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Objective of the thesis is to develop project management procedure for chilled 

beam projects. In organization is recognized that project management techniques 

could help in large and complex projects. Information sharing have been 

challenging in projects, so improvement of information sharing is one key topic 

of the thesis.  

Academic researches and literature are used to find suitable project management 

theories and methods. Main theories are related to phases of the project and 

project management tools. Practical knowledge of project management is 

collected from two project business oriented companies. Project management 

tools are chosen and modified to fulfill needs of the beam projects. Result of the 

thesis is proposed project management procedure, which includes phases of the 

chilled beam projects and project milestones. Project management procedure 

helps to recognize the most critical phases of the project and tools help to manage 

information of the project. Procedure increases knowledge of the project 

management techniques and tools. It also forms coherent project management 

working method among the chilled beam project group. 
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Diplomityön tavoite on kehittää jäähdytyspalkkiprojektien 

projektinhallintamenetelmiä. Yrityksessä on ymmärretty, että suurissa ja 

monimutkaisissa palkkitilauksissa olisi apua projektinhallintatyökaluista. 

Tiedonjako projekteissa on haasteellista, joten tiedonkulun parantaminen on yksi 

keskeisimmistä työn osa-alueista. 

Projektinhallinnan teoriat ja menetelmät on kerätty akateemisista julkaisuista ja 

kirjallisuudesta.  Keskeisimmät teoriat liittyvät projektin vaiheisiin ja projektiin 

liittyviin työkaluhiin. Käytännön tietoutta projektinhallinnasta on kerätty 

kahdesta yrityksestä, jotka toimivat projektiliiketoiminta-alalla. Sopivat 

projektinhallintamenetelmät on valittu ja muokattu vastaamaan palkkiprojektien 

tarpeita. Työn tuloksena on ehdotus projektinhallintamenetelmästä, joka sisältää 

jäähdytyspalkkiprojektin vaiheistuksen ja projektin virstanpylväät. 

Projektinhallintamenetelmä auttaa ymmärtämään palkkiprojektien kriittisimmät 

vaiheet ja työkalut auttavat projekteihin liittyvässä tiedonhallinnassa. Menetelmä 

lisää tietoutta projektinhallinnan käytännöistä ja työkaluista. Sen tarkoituksena 

on myös yhtenäistää projektinhallinnan käytäntöjä palkkiprojektien työryhmän 

kesken.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Project management has a long history, but in 1950s organizations began to develop 

project management methods systematically, so since 1950s project management 

has been established method. In organizations is experienced that with standardized 

practices and tools it is simpler to coordinate operations. (Garel 2013, 668) Project 

Management Institute’s (2016) definition for project is: “A project is temporary in 

that it has defined beginning and end in time, and therefore defined scope and 

resources”. Project Management Institute defines also that project is unique and it 

doesn’t include routine operation. In project is specific set of operations which are 

designed to achieve a unique goal. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Thesis is done to Halton, which is specialized to indoor climate and indoor 

environmental products. Topic of the thesis is related to chilled beam project 

management. At Halton is noticed that project management tools and methods 

would help to manage chilled beam projects. Chilled beam orders are mainly 

engineer to order (ETO) orders, so chilled beams are often engineered to fulfill 

customer’s needs. All chilled beam orders cannot be handled like a project, because 

it would cause too much work load and all orders doesn’t fulfill Project 

Management Institute’s definition to project. Chilled beam projects are unique and 

complex so project management methods are suitable for project coordinating. 

There are no project management tools used at current situation so thesis is focused 

to create basic project management procedures for chilled beam projects. 

Information control and sharing have been challenging in chilled beam projects so 

that is the reason, why there is need for development of project management. 

Project management should be visible and well controlled. Projects have usually 

high value so it is important to success in these projects. Valuable projects can be 

good reference projects. Big projects include a lot of information and 

communication so, if information sharing and communication is effective, it can 

affect cost savings. If it is possible to avoid risks in projects, it can save a lot of 

money.  
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Project management has used method in many kind of businesses. It has a wide 

range of different kinds of tools, which are suitable for different kinds of projects. 

It is important to find suitable tools and methods and modify them to organization’s 

needs.  In many organizations is established project management procedure, but 

procedures have to be always customized to organizations project requirements.  

   

1.2 Objective and delimitations 

 

Objective of the thesis is to improve project management procedure in chilled beam 

projects. It can be summed up into one sentence, which is presented next.  

 

Objective: 

- Propose project management procedure for chilled beam projects.  

 

Following research questions are also set to support the objective. Project 

management tools and methods are important parts of the project management 

procedure, so it is essential to find out suitable tools and methods for chilled beam 

projects.   

 

Help research questions: 

1. Which tools are suitable for chilled beam project management? 

2. What kind of project management methods can help to manage projects? 

 

Chilled beam project management procedures should be started before actual start 

of the project, because all information should be collected at the beginning of the 

project. At this thesis is focused to project management inside the factory, because 

sales support is on the key role in project management. Sales operations and field 

services are described in this thesis, because these operations are also important in 

projects. Because aim have been to create tools for sales support, sales operations 

and field services are described only in proposed project management procedure. 

Chilled beam project is not like traditional projects, because it can’t be aborted on 
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the execution phase. When quotation of the beams has made and customer has 

accepted it, it is difficult to abort the project. Research and development projects 

can be aborted in execution phase, but it is challenging to abort customer project, 

because project delivery is promised to the customer. Perhaps chilled beam project 

is not the traditional project, which kind of project is described in project 

management theory, but theory and tools can be adapted also to chilled beam 

projects.  

 

In this thesis are also introduced benefits and challenges of project management 

software. Software’s benefits and challenges are introduced, because software 

would be very useful tool to project management. Survey of potential project 

management software would be topic of future research, because scope of this thesis 

doesn’t include evaluation of software.  

 

In benchmarking part is used two project oriented organizations. Names of the 

organizations are not mentioned, because one of the companies wanted to be 

anonymous. That is the reason why companies are named Company A and 

Company B. Companies businesses are described shortly, because understanding 

of the characteristics of their business is useful. Then it is also possible to 

understand characteristics of their project business.  

 

1.3 Research methods 

 

In figure 1 is presented process of the thesis project. Thesis project has started with 

pre-research of the customer project management characteristics, because it helps 

to understand what kind of theories and knowledge about benchmarking has to be 

collected.  Pre-research is executed by discussions with project stakeholders. Plant 

manager, sales support, salesperson and production manager have been in a key 

role when characteristics of chilled beam projects have been researched. Next step 

has been expansion of project management knowledge. Project management 

theories are collected mainly from academic articles and books. Because it can be 

difficult to use only project management theories in practice, it has been also 
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essential to benchmark project management practices from other organizations. 

Benchmarking has been necessary part of the thesis project, because it is only way 

to get knowledge about the use of project management methods in practice. 

Benchmarking is done in two project business oriented organizations, which have 

developed their customer project management methods. Benchmarking has 

consisted of one factory visit on each benchmarked company and informal 

discussion about project management topics. Thesis project has continued with 

further research of project management problems. This phase is also executed by 

discussions with project stakeholders. In discussions are emphasized findings of 

theories and benchmarking. Main focus in discussions has been to recognize 

problems in chilled beam project management and find suitable tools to minimize 

problems. Project management tools are introduced in work shop meeting and 

based on the meeting is made changes to the tools before last phase of the thesis 

project. Last phase and result of the thesis project is to propose project management 

procedure for chilled beam projects. Duration of whole thesis project has been 

approximately six months.      

    

 

Figure 1. Thesis project 

 

1.4 Structure of the report 

 

Structure of the report is demonstrated as an input-output chart in table 1. Thesis 

consists of nine chapters. After introduction chapter is two theory chapters, which 

include project management theory based on the academic literature. Chapter 2 

includes basic project management theories for example explanation of project 

phases. Project phase model is the main theory for proposed project management 
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procedure, which is introduced in chapter 7. In chapter 3 is explained by more 

specific way project management tools and techniques. In chapter 3 is described 

many possible project management tools and suitability of the tools is evaluated in 

chapter 6. In chapter 4 are collected results of the benchmarking. Use of project 

management tools is the main focus area of benchmarking so chapter 4 is related to 

chapter 3, but it has more practical way to introduce project management tools. 

Case-company Halton is introduced in chapter 5. Company information is collected 

from company’s website and intranet. In chapter 6 is introduced typical chilled 

beam project and in chapter 7 is presented proposed project management procedure. 

Conclusions of the thesis are in chapter 8 and the last chapter is summary of the 

whole thesis.  
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Table 1. Structure of the thesis 

Chapter Input Output 

1. Introduction 
Background of the 

thesis project  

Objectives and 

delimitations. 

Description of research 

methods and report's 

structure 

2. Project management 

and phases 

Academic literature: 

Mainly academic 

articles and books 

Project management 

theories: Project 

management definition 

and phases of the project 

3. Project management 

tools and techniques 

Academic literature: 

Mainly academic 

articles and books 

Theories of the most 

used project management 

tools: Project plan, risk 

management etc.  

4. Project management 

benchmarking 

Benchmarking visits 

in two project oriented 

organizations 

Practical examples of the 

project management 

tools 

5. Halton  

Information of Halton. 

Information is 

collected from internet 

and intranet. Also 

some tacit knowledge 

Introduction of case 

company and it's 

business 

6. Project management in 

chilled beam projects 

Discussions with 

different stakeholders 

of the projects. 

Theories from 

chapters 3  

Process description and 

characteristics of project 

management in chilled 

beam projects. Suitability 

of project management 

tools 

7. Proposed project 

management procedure 

for chilled beam projects 

Theories from 

chapters 2 and 3. 

Empirical chapters 4, 

5, and 6 are on the key 

role 

Chilled beam project 

phase model and 

management tools 

8. Conclusion Empirical chapters 5-7 
Results and future 

research 

9. Summary Chapters 1-8 
Summary of the whole 

report  
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2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PHASES 

 

Many kinds of operations can be handled like a project. Project has not upper or 

lower limit, so also small operations can be handled like a project. Project 

management techniques are suitable for building a cathedral or a garden shed. 

Project has starting and finishing point and it has clear targets. (Lester 2014, 2) 

Usually elements of the project management are planning, organizing and 

controlling. Various project techniques, skills and methods help all participants to 

fill their expectations in projects. Project has starting point, duration and end point. 

This kind of simple allocation is called as a project life cycle. Project life cycle 

consists of different phases and typically characteristics of phases can be found 

from many projects. Although phases can be same in different projects, projects are 

always some way unique. All projects have always pre-defined target, and if there 

is no target, it can’t be a project.  (Virtanen 2000, 34) 

 

Project has usually different kinds of limitations. Limitation can be related to 

technical specs of result, quality of result, schedule and resources. It is difficult to 

success in all dimensions of limitation. In organizations internal projects it is 

possible to be flexible in schedule, but in customer project should be successful in 

all dimensions. (Pelin 2002, 38) Nowadays projects are a core process for most 

organizations (Maylor 2001, 94). 

 

2.1 Project management 

 

Project Management Institute’s (2016) definition for project management is: 

“Project management, --, is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and 

techniques to project activities to meet the project requirements”. Pelin (2002, 39) 

defines that project management is target oriented method, because project has for 

example targeted schedule, quality and economic result. Because targets are clear, 

it is simple to measure success of the project. 
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In organizations are different kinds of tasks, which could be done as a project work. 

It is recommended that management identifies possible projects and coordinates 

them like a project. Coordinating the project means that project requires targets, 

resources need to be coordinated and project has to be monitored. Figure 2 

illustrates results of the projects and possible measurement targets. One element of 

the project is also project group so project group’s experience has to be one criterion 

for project success. (Pelin 2002, 39-41) If one of these factors changes, it affects at 

least to one factor of the triangle (Kostalova & Tetrevova 2014, 680). Managers 

have an influence to projects’ success and project sponsors expect that managers 

focus on relevant success factors of the project. At first relevant success criteria 

should be identified by project sponsor or project manager. Identifying success 

criteria increases the chance to achieve those success criteria.  (Müller & Turner, 

2007, 299) Terms success criteria and success factor has different meaning. Success 

criteria are success or failures of the project which are measured and success factor 

are inputs to the management systems which lead to the success of the project. 

(Cooke-Davies 2002, 185) Lester (2014, 3) introduces alternative version of project 

triangle. Triangle doesn’t have project group element, but it has the fourth element 

in the middle of triangle. The fourth element is safety, because in specific industries 

it is always important. Safety must be paramount factor for example in aircraft 

design. Airplanes must be safe under all operating conditions.  

 

 

Figure 2. Project triangle (adopted from Pelin 2002, 42) 

 

Cooke-Davies (2002, 186-189) has identified factors that are critical to project 

success. One critical factor to project management success is risk management. 
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Insufficient risk management concepts and plans have been key factors in project 

management success. Portfolio- and programme management helps to success in 

projects, because then projects are dynamically matched to the corporate strategy. 

Projects need also measurement and it should happen rather in “upstream” than in 

“downstream” of the project. It is important to project-based business to be 

successful in projects because better performance in projects translates straight into 

improved profit. Hyväri (2006, 34) brings out that clear goals, end-user 

commitment and adequate resources are three critical project-related factors. If 

company is big, significance of the communication is more critical than in smaller 

company.  

 

Communication is vital element in project management. Needed information is not 

available without proper communication. Ideas, plans and instructions should be 

communicated to others in all cases. Communication can be done by mouth, by 

email etc. Bad communication is the reason to many errors in a project. Instructions 

can be misunderstood, misinterpreted or just ignored. Good communication 

planning and project management can help to overcome about many potential 

communication barriers. (Lester 2014, 365-368) Leadership is an important part of 

successful projects and it is contributed to the success of projects. Project manager 

should get other people to understand what needs to be done and how it can be done 

effectively. That is the reason why leadership is needed in projects. (Hyväri 2004, 

218) Hyväri (2004, 222-223) has found essential abilities to project manager in his 

study.  Planning, organizing and informing have got the highest ranking in study, 

where abilities of the project manager were ranked from the lowest to the highest. 

Rewarding has got the lowest ranking in the study. Effective project manager has 

to be able to communicate and be decisive. Project manager has to ensure that 

people are motivated to work. Leadership requirements and project management 

tools must be relevant to companies. In another study Hyväri (2006, 37) has done 

research about success factors in projects. Project manager’s work experience is 

strongly related to end-user commitment so experienced project manager can get 

more likely end-user to commit than young project manager. Younger project 
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managers need clearer organization/job description than experienced project 

managers.  

 

2.2 Phases of the project 

 

Project is divided to phases, which follow each other or are partly overlapping. In 

figure 3 is described project path which is typical for many projects. Typical project 

moves forward from phase to phase but sometimes is necessary return to previous 

phase. Return to previous phase is necessary if development or results of the project 

requires that.  (Kettunen 2003, 41) Project Cycle Management (PCM) is European 

Union’s project management standard model. Main idea of the model is to divide 

project to different phases and it includes guidance to every phase. Evaluating 

consist of three elements, which are evaluating in the beginning of the project, 

during the project and in the end of the project. Benefit of the PCM and other such 

kind project management tools is that project planning is more logical. Tools 

promote target oriented working and project execution in the project. They also 

connect project planning, execution and evaluation to the one entity. (Virtanen 200, 

86-88)   

 

 

Figure 3. Typical project path (adopted from Kettunen 2003, 41) 

 

The first step for the project is identified need or idea and the second step is to 

define need or idea. On the definition phase it is necessary to measure profitability 

and usefulness of the project. To the definition phase’s activities belong also to form 

project organization and operational organization. After definition phase project 

can move to planning phase if results of the definition phase are good enough to 

execute. Definition should be detailed in planning phase and targets of the project 
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are concretized. Result of the planning phase is project plan, which includes 

project’s resources, budget and schedule. Sometimes it is necessary to return from 

planning phase to definition phase, if definition has been insufficient.  (Kettunen 

2003, 41-42; Schwindt & Zimmermann 2015, 28) Usually project is divided to 

different phases, which follow each other chronologically. Phasing method helps 

management to make decisions if project is structured clearly and extensively. 

Management can evaluate between phases how project will continue. Phases are 

divided to smaller parts which can be parallel. Every phase has some kind of result 

like report, definition etc. Line-up of the project team can change between different 

phases. (Pelin 2002, 110) 

 

Project starts when customer or project vendor identifies possibility to project and 

after identification starts to define more the project. On the definition phase should 

be defined why project is important and is it possible to execute the project. Also 

stakeholders and benefits must to be clarified and defined. Decisions on starting 

phase have to support other decisions and stakeholders have to accept them. Vendor 

can get responsibility from the delivery project on very early phase if customer feels 

that vendor is reliable. This kind of situation is hopeful for vendor because then 

vendor can affect to project’s target and execution. (Artto, Martinsuo, Kujala 2006, 

101-102) 

 

Projects can get started in different ways.  Customer can order something or idea 

can develop inside the organization. Every project has a project owner who has 

identified the need for the project. Through the project the need will be fulfilled. 

Project owner is person who is interested in projects results and owner is the person 

who must be informed about progression of the project. Usually definition is needed 

before planning phase. Sometimes definition is not necessary if project is small or 

target is clear. Aim of the project definition is to clarify what needed result from 

the project.  (Kettunen 2003, 46-48)  

 

Project definition document should be created on project definition phase. Project 

definition is done about project opportunity and it is basis for the actual project 
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planning. It can include ideas about scope of the project, partners, benefits and 

execution methods. Project definition is good basis for more specific planning, but 

it can’t be basis for project execution. It is good instrument to communicate about 

project opportunities. Managers can also do some preliminary decisions about 

projects, if project description is done. Project’s vendor can try to influence to 

project’s scope and definition on project description phase. Project description also 

helps managers to understand which project opportunities support organizations 

strategy and future prospects. (Artto et al. 2006, 103) Kettunen (2003, 49) has 

created following checklist for project definition: 

- Who is the owner of the project? 

- What kind of environment is in the place where the project is delivered? 

- What is the solved problem or what new project will produce? 

- Which are existing resources? 

- Is there any bond to other projects? 

- What is the expected result? 

- What kind of schedule project should have? 

- How much is the budget? 

- Is it possible to produce whole project inside the own organization?  

 

Typical project path which is represented in figure 3 is especially suitable for small 

and target-oriented projects. Big projects can be separated to subprojects which are 

managed by separate project managers. Whole project has own project manager 

which is responsible of project’s progression and cooperation between subprojects. 

There are two options to execute subprojects. Subprojects can be executed at the 

same time or next subproject can start after the end of previous subproject. Risk 

management is simpler if big project is executed in smaller subprojects, because 

project risk can be managed better and subprojects can be planned better. If size of 

the project increases, also risk increases. (Kettunen 2003, 43) 
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2.3 Project planning and execution 

 

Planning phase is the last chance to cancel project, because on execution phase it 

will be very expensive to cancel project. If there is some uncertainty on checkpoint 

between planning and execution, project should continue on planning phase. If there 

is no any problem on checkpoint, is it time to move to the execution phase. On 

execution phase project plan should be followed, but there is possibility to make 

changes to project plan. It is also possible to return again to planning phase. End of 

the project is also important part of the project, because it includes final report and 

collection of new ideas. On the projects comes out usually new ideas which might 

need more attention and processing.  (Kettunen 2003, 41-43) 

 

Planning of the project is one of the most important phases in the project life cycle. 

On the planning phase has to be planned costs of the project and how much 

resources are needed. It is important to plan project carefully because it is much 

more difficult to make changes to costs and resources on execution phase. 

Definition of the project must be expanded on planning phase and targets must be 

specified. On planning phase is necessary to ensure that customer and project 

executor have same vision of the project’s result. Customer and executor have to 

have same opinion about schedule and how result will be reached. Project plan helps 

to forecast result of the project. If project plan is missing, it is hard to keep project 

in order. When project plan is done and target of the project is specified, it is easier 

to motivate employees to their activities. Sufficient planning increases 

understanding, communication and effectiveness.  It also decreases risks and 

uncertainties. Although plan could be done well, it is never completed. Plan has to 

be updated continuously and if plan is not up to date it can lose its meaning. 

Planning phase needs time and resources, but if project plan is poor it can backfire 

on extra costs later on the project. (Kettunen 2003, 49-51) Project planning includes 

many processes. In table 2 is listed core processes of project planning. Besides core 

processes project planning phase includes also facilitating processes. Usefulness of 

the process depends on scope of the project. All processes are not always needed if 
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scope of the project does not require them. (Project Management Institute 2000, 32-

33) 

 

Table 2. Core processes on planning phase (adopted from Project Management Institute 

2000, 33) 

 Core process 

1 Scope planning 

2 Scope definition 

3 Activity definition 

4 Resource planning 

5 Activity sequencing 

6 Activity duration estimating 

7 Cost estimating 

8 Risk management planning 

9 Schedule development 

10 Cost budgeting 

11 Project plan development 

 

2.4 Ending phase of the project 

 

The end of the project is the phase for learning because on last phase some issues 

has already come out and it is possible to write documents or reports for future 

usage. When appropriate documents have done it is easier to use knowledge of 

previous projects to prevent same mistakes as on earlier. Project’s end is critical 

phase to lose knowledge and it is serious problem for organizations. Especially 

problems occur on knowledge-intensive industries for example on high-tech 

industry. With the help of project learning companies could save costs if they can 

avoid making same mistakes like in previous projects. (Schindler & Eppler 2003, 

220) 

 

From projects is usually collected mainly numerical data which answers “what”, 

“where” and “how many” questions. Numerical data doesn’t answer “why” and 
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“how” questions so project report is needed to answer these questions. At IBM 

Consulting Group is composed a final project report at the end of the project. A 

final project report is so-called End of Engagement Summary, which is done by the 

project team and responsible managers. They also ask feedback from customer so 

they can include opinion of the client to the final project report. Project amnesia is 

term for lack of documentation in projects and it consists of four elements which 

are time, motivation, discipline and skills. (Schindler & Eppler 2003, 221) 
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3 PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

 

At the beginning the most important activities in project management are to ensure 

feasibility of the project and planning of the project. The most suitable tools at the 

beginning are project description, presentation and plan. Reporting and change 

management are on the important role on project’s execution and control phase. 

Project manager’s duty is to manage entirety of the project and to ensure that right 

activities has done during the project. (Artto et al. 2006, 101) Many texts suggest 

that significance of planning and systems is very high in projects. Plans and systems 

need right procedures to use them, so the project will succeed. (Maylor 2001, 94)  

 

Adaption of project management tools is a significant project success factor. There 

are many tools and techniques which can be used to project management. Range of 

tools is growing because also basic project parameters are getting attention 

increasingly.  New tools are developed to improve the management of basic project 

parameters for example project objective, quality and budget. Development of new 

tools has increased since the beginning of 21st century, because many projects are 

solved increasingly by using project management tools. If project tools are utilized, 

project management expertise increases effectiveness of the tools and probability 

of the successful completion of project is higher. At the beginning of the project 

must be prepared the formalized project communication plan. Communication plan 

include communication rules because within clear rules project can face a number 

of complications. Communication is a so-called soft part of the project, but if 

communication channels and participants are defined at the beginning of the 

project, plan helps to avoid complications during the project. (Kostalova & 

Tetrevova 2014, 679-682) 

 

3.1 Project plan and documentation 

 

At the planning phase of the project is important to plan also project’s 

documentation. Many project oriented organizations have project quality 

handbook, which include reporting policies and templates for projects. These 
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templates are not always applicable to the projects so use of templates has to be 

evaluated individually in each situation. Template can be modified so it can be 

suitable to specific project. During the project occurs a lot of reporting to different 

stakeholders and project management is responsible about it. Importance of the 

documentation increases in projects where customer doesn’t see progression of the 

project. Produced project documentation gives signal how project team has acted 

during the project. In small projects is not needed so much project documentation 

compared to large projects. Project plan and minutes of meeting are the basic 

documents for every project and can be sufficient in small projects. Amount of the 

documents can be significant in large projects.  (Kettunen 2003, 69-70) 

 

Planning and controlling are essential elements in project management. It is easy to 

start project without planning, but problems can come later if project is not in order. 

Management should create written instructions which include practices related to 

project plan. Many studies show that planning can decrease execution time of the 

project significantly. (Pelin 2002, 95) Pelin (2002, 95) has listed typical examples, 

if project planning is not in control: 

- Projects are behind contracted schedule 

- Continuous rush in projects and overtime work is needed 

- Projects are prioritized 

- Projects are delivered unfinished 

- Needed resources are not available at the right time 

- Schedules must be changed frequent. 

 

Project manager has to know project’s requirements and limitations. If requirements 

and limitations are not available, project should move back to definition phase. 

Project definition has to include information what is needed in project plan because 

project planning is based on project definition. Project manager is responsible about 

the project plan and he/she has to know exactly content of the project plan. 

Acceptation is also project manager’s responsibility. (Kettunen 2003, 83)  
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Project plan includes instructions how targets are supposed to achieve. Project plan 

is basis for control of the project. Aim of the project plan is to find the best way to 

execute project. Usually there are many alternative options to execute project so the 

best way to execute project should be found in planning phase. Necessary part of 

the planning is also to determine possible risks so in the planning phase should be 

able to prepare how to avoid risks. Project plan is realistic execution plan which has 

created by using the best available knowledge at the creating moment. Contest of 

the project plans are similar though technical specs differs in projects. Every project 

plan should answer to following questions: who, what, when, how and how much. 

In figure 4 is example of content of project plan. Content includes possible topics 

of project plan. Content of the project plan has to be changed during the project if 

project targets change. If project plan is up to date, project team has always 

possibility to check what is decided about the projects. (Pelin 2002, 97-98) Projects 

have usually milestones which makes project management easier. When milestone 

is reached, manager know that he/she can go further in the project and focus on 

coming project tasks. Project tracking is simpler if project milestones are in use.  

Milestones makes to project move further straightforwardly. (Kettunen 2003, 96-

97) 
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Figure 4. Content of project plan (Adopted from Pelin 2002, 98) 

 

Project plan is a document, which can be used to guide project control and project 

execution. Outputs of the other planning processes are used in project plan 

development. Project plan development needs iteration several times because it can 

be possible that project plan draft includes basic resource requirements, but the last 

version of the project plan includes specific resources. Project team creates project 

plan and it defines project scope iteratively. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is 

used in project scope iteration process because it allows team to map project’s all 

works. All defined works need to be planned, estimated and scheduled. Project plan 

is used to document project planning assumptions and decisions. It also facilitates 

communication among stakeholders and defines key management reviews. (Project 

Management Institute 2000, 42-43) Project planning needs a lot of attention, 

because well planned project makes project execution easier. The biggest mistakes 

are done usually on the beginning of the project. If targets are clear and planning is 
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done carefully, project will likely succeed. All topics of project plan are not needed 

to be handled in every project. Project plan can be short and compact in small 

projects, but in big projects topics in project plan increase. (Kettunen 2003, 83) 

 

Different tools and techniques can help to plan project. In use can be simple 

standard form for project plan, which can be for example informal electronic 

document. Any kind structured approach, which has been created to guide in project 

plan development, is called project planning methodology. Usually project planning 

method is mixture of “hard” and “soft” methods. Typical planning method can be 

for example combination of project management software and facilitated startup 

meetings. Project management software is “hard” method and meeting is “soft” 

method. Stakeholder’s skills and knowledge can be seen as a tool. Skills and 

knowledge should be utilized to project plan at the right phase and by the right way. 

Project management information system (PMIS) is used to gather and integrate the 

outputs of the project management process. PMIS consists of tools and techniques, 

which help to gather information. It includes all aspects of the project from the start 

to the end of the project. Earned value management (EVM) is technique, which can 

be used to integrate project’s scope, schedule and resources. (Project Management 

Institute 2000, 43) 

 

Project plan is essential tool in project management because it helps to keep project 

management activities and components in balance. Content of the project plan can’t 

be too extensive because project plan should be easy to understand. More specific 

descriptions can be included in separate documents. Separate document can include 

information about technical solutions or about operating instructions. Project plan 

includes reference to those documents if needed. Project manager is responsible of 

project plan but it is useful for all project members. One part of the project plan can 

be “project rules”, which defines working methods of the project group. Project 

plan is important communication tool, because with the help of project plan should 

project team understand target of the project. (Artto et al. 2006, 106) 
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Project plan has to be accepted by decision-makers, who are usually members of 

project’s executive group. In project, which will be delivered to customer, it is 

important that project plan and agreement have same targets. Usually project plan 

is confidential document and customer can’t see it, despite that project plan has to 

serve customer’s needs. Accepted project plan should be treated like a “law”, 

therefore use of project plan will come as a habit for project members. Project plan 

has to be updated if customer’s needs or organizations resources changes. (Artto et 

al. 2006, 107) 

 

Decisions have to be documented to minutes of meeting after every meeting. 

Minutes of meeting is important because it should be possible to track decisions 

afterwards. Project management is clearer if all minutes of meetings are available, 

because project team doesn’t need to use time to deal with topics from previous 

meetings. If customer wants to make changes to products, change procedure should 

be pre-defined. Customer can use pre-defined template, fills needed changes to it 

and sends it to the project vendor. Change procedure has to be exact, because it 

ensures that change requests will be handled. (Kettunen 2003, 70)  

 

Progression of the project can be reported regularly to the customer or project 

owner. Normally project steering group forwards information of the progress for 

example every week or every month. Progress report template is useful tool because 

it is easier to update and add information to same template. Progress report includes 

tasks which have been done after the previous report and tasks which will be done 

before the next report. Progression report includes review of the schedule. If project 

is not on the schedule, report should include operations how schedule will be 

reached. Risk management plan and updates in project plan are also contents of 

progression report. Results of the project are gathered to own document, which is 

created during the project. Documentation of the results should be part of the total 

project because it is essential but takes time. Final report of the project will give 

summary of the project success to the customer or to the project group. (Kettunen 

2003, 72-73) 
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Project’s scope covers product’s requirements definition, features, functionalities 

and performance. Project scope management ensures that product fills pre-defined 

requirements. Scope management also controls that project is produced effectively 

without unnecessary work activities. Scope is defined in technical and operational 

plans. Change management methods are important part of scope management. 

Scope management is needed during the whole project life cycle. Figure 5 

demonstrates the impact of change on product cost. Impact is lower on the 

beginning of the project than on the later part of the project. (Artto et al. 2006, 107) 

 

 

Figure 5. The impact of change on product cost is high on the execution phase (adopted 

from Artto et al. 2006, 107) 

 

3.2 Project risk management 

 

Review of the risk management plan should be typically part of the project plan. 

Risk management plan defines investigated risk types. It includes also tools and 

techniques, which are used to recognize possible risks. Risk management plan has 

for example three steps: risk awareness, risk identification and risk assessment. Risk 

assessment stage is the qualitative stage, which examines probability and impact of 

the risk.  (Lester 2014, 71) One way to forecast potential is to look to the past, 

because it is possible that problems in past projects can occur in future projects. If 

project group has tried to find out potential risks before project implementation it 
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is probable that amount of problems decreases in coming project. (Pelin 2002, 217) 

Effective risk management needs proper methodologies, tools and knowledge about 

risk management is also important part. Aim of the risk management is to find 

possible risks for the project and define actions that could minimize impacts of 

risks. Risk management should be part of organizational culture in companies, 

which operates with construction business projects. (Serpell, Ferrada, Rubio, 

Arauzo 2015, 201-209) Lack of top management commitment is common risk 

factor in organizations. Difference between “commitment” and “support” is 

important to understand, because commitment requires active work with the 

project. If top management only throws money to the project or doesn’t keep 

promises, support to the project is too weak. Other risk factors can be for example 

misunderstanding of requirements or failure to manage end user expectations. 

(Cervone 2006, 257) 

 

Risk management needs focus so it should be part of the project plan. Risks should 

be identified and next step after identification is risk estimation. There are two 

methods to do risk estimation: the qualitative assessment and the quantitative 

analysis. Qualitative assessment should be done on almost all projects so it should 

be mandatory risk estimation. The qualitative estimation can be done by using 

several tools. One risk management tool is three-point estimating which is an 

example of simple tool. Monte Carlo simulation is used in complex projects and 

use of it needs a lot of effort. Some risks need concentration so risks should be 

prioritized. (Turner 2009, 209-210) Figure 6 represent risk management process, 

which is originally illustrated by Australian risk management standards. Risk 

management process consists of seven iterative sub-processes. Process goes 

forward from context establishing to risk treating via risk identification and risk 

assessing. Communication and monitoring supports these processes. (Ahmed, 

Kayis, Amornsawadwatanam 2007, 24) 
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Figure 6. Risk management process by AS/NZS 4360:1999 (adopted from Ahmed et al. 

2007, 24) 

 

Cervone (2006, 71-78) has divided risk management process to four stages. Risk 

awareness is the first stage because it forms the basis for the risk management. It 

means that project team tries to find out possible risks which need consideration. 

The second stage is risk identification, which means that risks related to project are 

identified. Identification can be executed for example by using brainstorming, 

checklist or Delphi technique. Checklist includes risks issues from similar previous 

projects so it can help to remember issues which have emerged before. Third stage 

of the risk management process is risk assessment, which is the qualitative stage. 

Qualitative analysis consists of two factors: probability and impact. The probability 

of a risk can be based to using experience and/or statistical data. High, medium and 
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low probabilities are alternatives in probability rating. Impact of the effect has also 

three rating alternatives which are named as severe, medium and low. In figure 7 is 

illustrated risk assessment matrix in risk management. Risk evaluation is the next 

stage after risk assessment. It is the quantitative analysis so impact and probability 

are evaluated using the numbers. Multiplication of impact and probability is the 

overall exposure rating for the risk. Fifth stage of the risk management process is 

risk management. It is important to name a risk owner who is responsible about the 

risk monitoring and controlling.  

 

 

Figure 7. Risk assessment matrix (Cervone 2006, 75) 

 

Risk ranking is necessary because it offers possibility to recognize risks with a high 

risk factor. It is almost impossible to deal with all possible project risks. (Cervone 

2006, 257-260) Some projects include a lot of risks so it is almost impossible to try 

deal with them all. That is the reason why risks need to be prioritized. When risks 

are prioritized and selected part of the risk for management, next action is to do a 

plan how their impact on the project can be reduced. Nature of the risk affects to 

the way how impact will be reduced. Risks have to be monitored during the project 

and success of the risk response plan has to be evaluated. Monitoring is necessary 

during the project, because without monitoring it can be difficult to recognize risks. 

Response plan should reduce the impact of the risks. If the response plan hasn’t 

reduced risks, it needs more developing so it will create more benefit in future. 

(Turner 2009, 209-210) 
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Risk information can be gathered using different kinds of techniques. Probably the 

most used technique is to use brainstorming. The aim is to gather comprehensive 

list of risks that can be used later in qualitative and quantitative risk analysis 

processes. Brainstorming is normally done by project team, but sometimes experts 

can perform the technique. At first risks are identified in broad scope and 

categorized by type of risk. After identification and categorization, risk definitions 

need to be sharpened. Another technique is to use Delphi technique, which is a way 

to reach a consensus of experts. Experts answer to a questionnaire, which is done 

by a facilitator. Project risk experts participate anonymously and no one of experts 

can’t affect too much to the outcome. Facilitator collects ideas about project risks 

from the questionnaire and then experts comment more risks. The Delphi technique 

needs a few rounds before consensus is reached. One risk identification method is 

also to interview experienced project managers. (Project Management Institute 

2000, 132) 

 

Strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis ensures that risks 

are identified from different perspectives, because it consists of four different 

aspects. SWOT analysis increases the breath of the risks examined. (Project 

Management Institute 2000, 133) PESTLE-analysis helps to recognize external 

risks for the project. Elements of PESTLE-analysis are political, economic, social, 

technical, legal and environmental. It is important for project manager to recognize 

these factors and how they can impact on the project. (Lester 2014, 15) Pre-defined 

checklist can form basis for the risk plan. Checklist is developed based on historical 

information and knowledge from previous similar projects. Risk identification is 

quick and simple with help of checklist, but it is difficult to build an exhaustive 

checklist of risks. If categories of checklist are limited, it can effect to user’s ability 

to find possibly risks. User has to be careful that all possible risks for the project 

are found from outside the standard checklist. Review of the checklist in every 

project-closing procedure improves the list of potential risks. (Project Management 

Institute 2000, 133)  
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Besides risks it is possible that risk identification produces other outputs as well 

and it is important to notice those other outputs. Triggers are risk symptoms or 

warning signs, which indicate about possible risks. For example, if intermediate 

milestone is not reached on time, it can be signal for schedule delay. Risk 

identification can produce inputs to other processes, because on risk identification 

phase can be identified for example that the schedule is not complete.  (Project 

Management Institute 2000, 133) 

 

It is also possible that risk has positive effect so risk can have positive or negative 

effect to projects objectives. Management of opportunities can be part of any risk 

management process. Risk management is essential part of project management, 

because in different projects can be different kinds of risks. Nowadays project 

environments can be very complex so there is also need to understand how projects 

are related to each other. Normally risk management process is divided to different 

phases which can be for example identifying, estimating and responding phases. 

Processes are focused to manage single projects in many cases but in multi-project 

environment projects are managed in portfolios. Risk and opportunity management 

should be organizational issue in project oriented organizations, because many 

project risks are related to project management processes. Therefore it is not 

sufficient if focus is only in specific projects. Portfolio risk analysis helps to 

compare risks between the projects so it provides possibility to use feedback and 

experience from other projects. (Olsson 2006, 60-68) 

 

Communication through the project team and organization is the most effective risk 

avoidance strategy. Common problem is that project manager doesn’t inform all 

necessary people about the project. Good project tracking system helps to facilitate 

communication among concerned parties. Tracking system is the place, where the 

overall project plan and risk plan should be documented. System can provide 

project milestone tracking so it remembers about significant events during the 

project. System sends also a notification message about the risk if it is identified to 

project timeline. Planning has to be flexible because then project manager can adapt 

and change plans if something new information becomes available. Project manager 
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has to record results of risk assessment and risks. If information is kept in project 

tracking system, it helps to learnt from the past. Post-project reviews give a lot of 

valuable information about the project so reviews include also information on how 

to improve project performance in the future. (Cervone 2006, 260-261) 

 

Before risk rankings and planning, risks need to be identified and documented. In 

the risk management can be used tools like a risk database. Use of quantitative risk 

management tools is low. In well-defined projects is used much risk management. 

If project is uncertain, then also risk management is minimal although then then it 

is very risky and risk management should be performed. Risk management is part 

of whole project management process so well-defined process helps in risk 

management process. (Besner & Hobbs 2012, 263) 

 

3.3 Project structuring tools: Work breakdown structure & Gantt-chart  

 

Size of the project can be very large and it can be also complex. Work breakdown 

structure (WBS) could help in large and complex projects.  WBS helps to control 

such a project because the phase is broken down further into stages or tasks. Tasks 

can be broken down further into subtasks or work packages. WBS levels should be 

so much that control structure is acceptable. (Lester 2014, 51) WBS means that 

project is separated to individually planned and executed work packages. It separate 

project to phases and phases can differ from each other. (Pelin 2002, 105-106) 

 

Project team can draw WBS on brainstorm session where it chooses tasks of the 

project. First team has to decide the main tasks, which can be broken down into 

subtasks or work packages. These tasks should be also coded to project cost coding 

system. WBS drawing helps to identify whole string of relationship in operational 

networks and further in individual tasks. So that’s why WBS is good starting point 

in network planning processes. WBS can be used also in risk management if risk 

factors are added to each task. (Lester 2014, 51) WBS can be used as a template for 

project plans, schedules, budgets and reports so it is essential information tool in 
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project management. Creating WBS can take time, but the first WBS can be a model 

to the next WBS. (Pelin 2002, 105-106) 

 

Work breakdown structure is also useful tool to disseminate information because 

actions are clearly structured. WBS can be used for example in presentation when 

project information is reported to stakeholders. Progress of the project can be 

simply illustrated with WBS, because completed activities can be marked to 

diagram. It is important that diagram is updated regularly so it can keep its 

usefulness. Because WBS is usually made in early stages of the project, it does not 

always include all necessary phases of the project. In figure 8 is illustrated WBS of 

car assembly. Boxes in WBS use verbs, another option is use nouns, but then 

diagram is called product breakdown structure. WBS is not a program because it 

does not include time dependence but it could include bottom-up cost estimate. 

(Lester 2014, 52-53) 

 

 

Figure 8. Work breakdown structure, example of car assembly (Lester 2014, 53) 

 

WBS can be done by several ways. If base for the WBS is project phases, the first 

project definition is separated to work packages and after definition phase is 

separated project planning etc. Project can be also separated to subprojects, in that 

situation subprojects are phase for the WBS. One method is also use job types in 

WBS creation. Job types can be for example project plan creation, testing and 

installation. Some projects can use also product structure in WBS creation. Despite 

the method which is used in WBS creation, it is always important to create WBS as 
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closely as possible. Closely made WBS helps to estimate work load of each work 

packages, because it is easier to estimate small work packages than large work 

packages. (Kettunen 2002, 61) Project can be broken hierarchically into individual 

activities by using WBS. For each activity can be marked responsibilities, labor-

intensity and time demands. WBS structure can be simple or complex, therefore it 

can be simple activity list or multi-level structure of grouped activities. WBS is 

closely followed by Gantt chart or other project management tool, which includes 

time demands of individual activities. (Kostalova & Tetrevova 2014, 680)  

 

Gantt charts are mainly used in project scheduling. Originally Henry Gantt invented 

Gantt chart for production planning at the 1890s. Over the years it has developed to 

useful tool in project management. Project activities are described in Gantt chart, 

which is quick and easy to understand. Gantt chart can be easier to produce than 

other network modeling methods, because Gantt chart software has become 

common software in project management. Charts are easy to understand so they are 

useful tools in presenting information to mangers. Especially Gantt charts are very 

useful for displaying schedules. Even manually produced Gantt chart helps to 

present schedule, therefore project management software is not always needed.  

(Wilson 2003, 430-436) Gantt chart can be used to present predictions of future 

timings, but it can be useful to present past achievements in graphical form. It also 

encourages to one-step approach to planning. (Maylor 2001, 95) 

 

Gantt chart can be unclear if project is large. Then it could be simpler to define only 

project’s milestones and ignore more precise scheduling. Milestone is an event or 

status and it is closely related to project’s targets. Milestone doesn’t take time or it 

doesn’t use resources because it will be just passed. Anyhow it has a key role in 

project, because it defines what has to be done before moving to the next phase on 

the project. Next milestone is waiting always in the end of the phase. Gate can be 

an appropriate synonym for the milestone in product development environment, 

because then it is an important point of decision. Decisions of the project’s 

interruption or continuing are typical decisions at point of the gate. Continuing of 

the project may need changes to project plan if necessary. Pass of the gates is not 
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obvious because decision requires actions. Milestones should be clear, controllable, 

logical and they should be on the same level as strategical decisions. (Artto et al. 

2006, 125-126) 

 

3.4 Agile project management 

 

Problem in traditional project management approach is that all methods and 

techniques should be applied to all projects. Same methods and techniques do not 

fit to all projects so traditional project management approach is rigid way to manage 

projects. Because there are different kinds of projects, project management need 

also alternative methods. It should be possible to change project management 

methods during project and adaptability can be even more important than 

predictability. Adaptability is a key characteristic for agile project management 

approach. Agile project management allows changes during the project because 

creating project plan at the beginning of the project is almost impossible. 

Communication and collaboration are emphasized in agile project management so 

approach is very suitable for creative and innovative project work. (Špundak 2014, 

941-943) Agile project management is an alternative approach to traditional project 

management. It emphasizes more an individual than a process and it is open to 

changes during the implementation. Close cooperation with the project customer is 

essential, because high flexibility is the key competitive advantage of agile project 

management. (Kostalova & Tetrevova 2014, 682) 

 

Agility management is useful in projects which need fast delivery and changes 

during execution. Because approach allows changes during the project, it is an 

iterative approach. Agile approach is more suitable for smaller projects than for 

bigger projects. Project teams are usually small and they work in same location. 

Disadvantage is that documentation is poor so knowledge is mainly tacit. (Špundak 

2014, 943-944) In new product development project is usually used various 

practices and tools. Combination of agile project management and traditional new 

product development stage-gate models could be alternative option in projects. 
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Unnecessary activities are eliminated in agile methods so set of rules is minimal. 

(Conforto & Amaral 2015, 2-3) 

 

3.5 Project learning and benchmarking 

 

Usually many organizations use project work as a method for the development of 

their goods and services.  Because project is like a secondary type of organizational 

form, projects are a great opportunity for learning. Although projects allow chance 

for learning, knowledge of projects is not always documented for upcoming needs. 

(Schindler & Eppler 2003, 219) In daily work routines can come up new ideas 

especially in product development projects. Ideas should be documented and 

handled in product development meeting. New ideas can be valuable and they can’t 

be wasted. (Kettunen 2003, 47-48) Managers in construction firm thought that their 

projects are unique so they can't review past projects. After further research 

revealed that the same mistakes repeated in projects. Because evolutionary 

feedback was missing after projects, same mistakes were made over and over again. 

(Maylor 2001, 96) 

 

Face-to-face communication is an effective way to share knowledge, because 

knowledge creation and learning are social activities. Post project review is popular 

activity after project, but reviews can be useless if they are not accessible for 

everyone. Information and communication technology (ICT) systems offer 

possibility to learning, but employees feel that personal interaction is more useful. 

Employees think that team meetings or speaking to more experienced personnel is 

effective way to learn. Teams and corporate may have conflict about useful topics 

in learning sessions. Head office may think that some topics are useful, but teams 

think that those topics are irrelevant. (Carrillo, Ruikar, Fuller 2013, 571)  

 

Benchmarking can be effective method to learn new things about project 

management. It may improve to organizations project management performance 

outstandingly because gap between project management in leading companies and 

average companies can be significant. If average companies benchmark leading 
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companies, they can improve company’s organizational capability. Benchmarking 

can be also internal, so always is not need to find information outside the 

organization. Internal benchmarking has many advantages compared to external 

benchmarking. It is easier to get access to different projects inside same 

organization and then information may be more detailed. Another benefit is that 

internal benchmarking can reduce cultural and definition problems. Because 

management styles, values and culture are similar inside the organization, internal 

benchmarking has also limitations. (Barber 2004, 301-303) 

 

External benchmarking is more useful if, company need to benchmark industry or 

competitive benchmarking. External benchmarking improves company’s 

understanding of competition. With the help on benchmarking can be used different 

criteria. Typically cost, time and quality are used to evaluate project management 

efficiency. In addition, information system’s benefits to the organization and 

community should be benchmarking criteria. It is important to identify factors, 

which are the most critical for project success in organizations. Identification is 

needed, because some factors are more important than others and need more 

attention. Naturally benchmarking is not easy because management practices vary 

between different projects. Projects are unique and they have elements, which 

cannot be translated to other projects. Benchmarking can be also sometimes 

deficient, because it highlights performance gaps, but doesn’t give reason for these 

gaps. If problem is not recognized before benchmarking, it is difficult to address 

those problems on benchmarking. (Barber 2004, 303-306) 

 

3.6 Process modeling 

 

Sharp & McDermott (2009, 77; 201-218) introduce and explain effective process 

modeling methods. They use swimlane diagram as a process workflow model 

technique. Process chart should be easy to understand, but it can be challenging to 

produce. Sharp & McDermott emphasize simplicity of swimlane diagram and that 

is the reason why all their processes are figured in same type of boxes. Simplicity 

is important because everyone should understand as quickly as possible the 
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meaning of the swimlane diagram. Figure 8 illustrates simple swimlane diagram 

where boxes represent processes and process workflow is from left to right. 

Processes are placed on “swimlane” of the responsible actor.  Because figure 9 does 

not illustrate real workflow process, it does not include roles of the actor or names 

of the processes. Typical actors in swimlane diagrams are for example person 

customer, core actors, supporting actors, other processes and systems. Customer’s 

swimlane is on the top of the diagram.   

 

 

Figure 9. Swimlane diagram symbols (adopted from Sharp & McDermott 2009, 204) 

 

Process is collection of activities and it is way to get something done. Process has 

requirements, which define it. The first requirement is that process should involve 

work. One process can include many steps and activities which are related to work. 

Naming of the process is also crucial because name should be formed by right way. 

Process name needs verb and noun words for example “acquire new customer”. 

Process delivers a single and specific result.  Customer relationship management is 

one example about process area, which includes a lot of processes. If process is too 

small, it should be subprocess for example “identify customer” and “register 

customer” are subprocesses of “acquire customer”-process.  (Sharp & McDermott 

2009, 38-53)  
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3.7 Project control 

 

Olawale & Sun (2015, 626) has researched project controlling at construction 

industry in United Kingdom. At the construction industry projects have cost and 

time estimates which are the starting point of project control, because these values 

are a baseline for project measurement. Gantt chart and critical path network are 

the most used tools to project planning and time control. Microsoft Project, Asta 

Power projects and Primavera are the most widely used software to project planning 

and control. Project cost-value reconciliation and overall profit or loss techniques 

are the most common techniques used for project cost control. Bespoke/in-house 

packages and Microsoft Project are mainly used software for project cost control. 

(Olawale & Sun 2015, 626-627) 

 

Project control consist of four distinctive tasks: planning, monitoring, reporting and 

analyzing. Planning task is to determine project objectives and it include also 

activities needed to achieve these objectives. Time schedules, cost estimates and 

cost plans are planning tasks so they should be done at the beginning of the project.  

Project monitoring tasks belong to project execution. Project objectives, which are 

defined at the planning phase, have to be monitored so objectivities can be achieved. 

If in time and cost plans occur variation, it should be identified in monitoring tasks. 

Gathered information during the monitoring will be presented in agreed format. 

Reporting tasks include creation of these reports, which are based on gathered 

information. Reports are created using agreed format and transmitted to appropriate 

personnel for further analysis. The last task of project control is analysis. Analysis 

is based on the reports and it includes evaluation of project success. (Olawale & 

Sun 2015, 628) 

 

Cost control is an especially important in project’s definition and planning phases. 

Decisions related to project’s scope, resources, schedule and other issues are 

important because they define whole projects cost structure and budget. Cost of 

changes is higher on the later phase of the project, because changes can affect tasks 

in the project. Cost of the project consist of different factors for example labor costs, 
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material costs, property and equipment are typical costs of the project. Knowledge 

of previous projects can be used to help in project’s cost calculations if projects are 

similar. Projects can include modular components so cost information from old 

projects can be used in coming projects. Risk management and evaluating should 

be used in cost estimates, because many external and internal factors may change 

during the project and they can affect to projects costs. To projects must be allocated 

costs, which are related directly to projects execution. Direct labor costs and 

material costs are this kind project costs which must be allocated to projects. 

Indirect cost can be allocated by using averages for labor working hours. Activity-

Based Costing is one method, which can be used to indirect costs’ allocation. (Artto 

et al. 2006, 151-167) 

 

The three most popular project cost control approaches are experience based in 

construction projects. Quantitative estimating is not often used in cost control. The 

next steps after cost estimates are monitoring and reporting. Quite often monitoring 

task is bypassed in cost control process so from planning task is moved to cost 

reporting.  The fourth step should be analysis, but it is rather interpretation. 

Qualitative tools like earned value analysis and cost-value comparison is used to 

analyze overspend. The fifth step of project control is action, which includes tasks 

to control cost overrun. (Olawale & Sun 2015, 631) 

 

3.8 Project management software 

 

Project management software has usually a positive effect to project’s results. 

Software can increase project professionals’ effectiveness so that is the reason, why 

software has a positive effect to the project’s result. Because an affect is positive, 

project management should be encouraged to educate themselves about software 

and also use them in project management. Project management software 

implementation and training are decisions, which can be made on organization level 

to support use of software. Organization has to offer support for the use of project 

management software to ensure better utilization. Large organizations can take 

more advantage of software so small organizations have to focus to get full 
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advantage of the software.  Importance of information quality is the most important 

factor to motivate to use project management software. Software has to be 

functional and user friendly.  User friendliness is not the most important factor 

because project managers can cope with some difficulties if system offers useful 

information for their jobs. Education and training to project management software 

use increases software’s benefits. Software is useful for complex projects so project 

managers should use them to manage large and complex projects. (Ali, Anbari, 

Money 2008, 16) Kostalova & Tetrevova (2014, 685) has found out in their study 

that more than 83% of project management software users in Czech Republic use 

Microsoft project.  Also Hyväri (2006, 223) has found out that Microsoft Project is 

the most popular project management software. 

 

Project management tools increases possibility to successful project 

implementation. Software applications allow using project management tools by 

easy way. Existing applications can be also utilized to support project management. 

Usually these existing applications does not support project management needs for 

example project planning, implementation and evaluation. To these project 

management needs is developed specific software applications. Software 

applications include features which support individual project life cycle stages and 

also project documentation and documentation sharing applications. PMIS 

implementation has to be planned fulfill organization’s needs and it has to allow 

individuals or teams to track projects from definition to the execution. Software 

tools are only supportive tools in project management process so actual project 

definition should be done based on organizations general project management 

procedures. (Kostalova, Tetrevova, Svedik 2015, 96-98) 

 

Information technology (IT) and information systems (IS) increase productivity of 

the individuals so they allow to reduce the size of organizations. With IT/IS 

coordination increases so it allows more complex projects. Systems enable access 

to information which is required to organizations operations. IT/IS implementation 

is not always success so it has not expected outcomes in all situations.  Project 

management system includes usually several subsystems for example project 
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definition, document control and cost management. These and other subsystems are 

developed to different project management aspects: procurement, cost control, 

planning etc. Research revealed that use of project definition, document control and 

cost management subsystems have the biggest positive impact on project 

performance in case companies. Selected subsystems should support organization’s 

needs and they must favor the support of data intensive processes. Monitoring 

should be on the sufficient high level but it doesn’t need to be on the highest level. 

Parallel software should be avoided if they include similar activities. (Pellerin, 

Perrier, Guillot, Leger 2013, 857-865) 
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4 PROJECT MANAGEMENT BENCHMARKING 

 

Benchmarking helps to understand project management operations in practice. 

Project management procedures vary in different industries so comparison of 

different procedures is essential. It is difficult to implement project management 

tools, which are described in academic journals or in theoretical books. 

Benchmarking is necessary if organization wants to find examples of the project 

management tools in practice. Of course target organization of benchmarking 

should have some experiences about successes or challenges of project 

management.  

 

4.1 Project management at Company A 

 

Company A’s offering consists of cabin and galley ventilation technology, fire 

safety, airflow management and air distribution systems. Company A follows high 

standards, because it provides solutions to cruise ships, navy and offshore 

installations. Company A has four main segments, which are oil & gas, cruise & 

ferry, navy and energy. It provides different kinds of products to these segments. 

Typical Company A’s products are marine and offshore dampers, galley ventilation 

and cabin ventilation systems. Company A acts in niche markets, which consist of 

special customers. Company A’s customers have high expectations and standards, 

which have to be followed. Usually customer has listed product specifications and 

Company A has to produce products so that they fulfill these pre-defined 

specifications. Customer may have very high safety standards because they are 

acting on such kinds of industries. That is the reason why Company A has 

developed its project management tools and practices, because they have to handle 

projects precisely so that they can produce safety and high quality products. 

Company A’s markets have been all time very project oriented so their project 

management tool developing has been continuous. They have developed project 

management theirselves without external consulting or benchmarking. According 

to job satisfaction polls and development discussions employees are satisfied to 

project management methods.  
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Halton’s and Company A’s organizational structure differs from each other, 

because Company A has global project management unit which manages all 

projects. When salesperson has sold the project, it will hold handover meeting, 

where salesperson will handover project to project manager. Project manager’s role 

is to be like a product manager, because they are experts on their own product areas 

and they work on projects, which are related to their product areas. In product 

specifications is defined for example what kind of wires product should include. 

Project managers help salespersons to build the product and choose right 

components at quotation phase. Salesperson need to consult project management, 

because usually salesperson doesn’t have enough technical knowledge to create 

quotation by themselves. If salesperson creates quotation without project manager’s 

help, risk is that quotation fails. When customer has ordered product and 

salesperson has held handover project to project manager, next step is to hold kick 

off meeting. Project manager invites production planer, purchaser, sales assistant, 

documenter and other projects stakeholders to project’s kick off meeting. Company 

A has quality inspections to products because part of the projects needs inspection 

minutes. Customer can also make own inspection at the factory. Products may have 

factory acceptance tests (FAT) which can reveal some defects. Those defects must 

be repaired, before delivery to the customer. Learning meeting will be held after 

FAT, because time between FAT and commissioning can be sometimes over one 

year. Feedback will be taken also after commissioning.  

 

Project management unit includes also documentation, customer drawings and 

commissioning operations. Documentation is major part of operations, because 

customers need exact specifications of products. Documentation can be very 

extensive because in some projects only packaging documentation can be one 

hundred pages, therefore whole specification document can be over one thousand 

pages. Commissioning is also challenging because cruiser projects have to be 

completed on autumn or spring so projects affects a lot of seasonal work load. 

Project schedules are usually tight so if one project delays, it affects to next project. 

It is always difficult to catch up the schedule delays have affected to it significantly. 
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Main part of products is ETO sales orders. If product is challenging or it includes a 

lot of documentation, it has to be managed like a project and it needs more 

resources.  

 

Company A uses project management software called StarBrix. Software has been 

in use just a while, but the first experiences have been positive. StarBrix is cloud 

software so it can be used on internet browser and it is more adaptive than MS 

Project. StarBrix has all common features what project management tools include 

for example Gantt-charts, work breakdown structures, resource management etc. 

Use of Gantt-charts is natural at Company A’s business, because progress of the 

project must be informed weekly to the customer. Projects have usually late fees, 

so projects have to get completed on schedule. Because software offers possibility 

to cost control, Company A has started to write down real working hours of the 

projects. Projects include a lot of work before order so cost control of working hours 

is challenging. The first step is to implement cost control to project management 

team and then further to other stakeholders. It is almost impossible to implement 

practices to all parties at the same time, so step by step implementation has proved 

to be the best way.  

 

StarBrix can be also tool for production planning, because work structure is visible 

for everyone and then it is easy to see when different tasks are completed.  It 

clarifies especially Company A’s documentation operations, because one wide 

project for oil and gas industry can include even one hundred different documents. 

Different documentation processes start on different phases so StarBrix reminds 

when documentation processes should start. StarBrix has links to Enterprise content 

management (ECM) system, where documentation is stored. ECM is still in use, 

because then all can have access to project documents even without StarBrix 

software. Documents could be uploaded also to Starbrix, but ECM has selected to 

be main source of documents. Every project has same basic structure of folders so 

it is easy to find documents from every project. Count of documents varies between 

projects, but structure is always the same. Spare part lists, risk analysis and other 

basic documents have own templates which help to create document quicker next 
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time. In ECM are pictures of the produced products, so it is possible to prove even 

after delivery that products have been like agreed. It is extremely important to store 

documents to the ECM, because other colleagues can cover for others on holidays 

or on sick leave. With the software is possible to compare working loads between 

project managers so it helps to divide projects to managers equally.  

 

In projects is in use project document as a project plan template. Project document 

will be filled mainly in handover and kickoff meetings. Products are usually similar, 

but they will be tailored to projects. Changes cannot be too radical because for 

example fire dampers are CE marked so fire dampers have to fill these CE 

requirements. It is possible that even vendors are defined in production 

specifications, because customer wants to favor particular vendors. Risk 

management plan is used only in large projects, but in nuclear industry projects plan 

has been done always. Risk management analysis has been done by project 

manager, factory manager, sales manager, technology manager, sales person and 

project management director. Analysis is done by using brainstorming method. 

Risk management plan is based to risk management analysis and it includes 

responsibilities and scheduling.  Amount of control meetings depends about scale 

of the project. In risk analysis is used mainly economical and production 

viewpoints.  

 

4.2 Project management at Company B 

 

Another benchmarking has been done in Company B, which produces solutions for 

sheet metal parts production. It offers punching centers for coil materials and 

bending centers. Products are engineer to order (ETO) products, so they are 

designed to fulfill customer’s needs. It is also possible to buy integrated punching 

and bending solution. Prices of the products varies from half million to two million 

euros. Lead time is about six months, but it depends on the product and customers 

demand. Products need a lot of design and purchase products have long lead times 

so that’s why project management is challenging. Beginning of the project is 

critical, because product has been defined properly. Salesperson has a key role to 
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define the project and he/she has to define the project in cooperation with the 

customer. Company B has not found any suitable project management software. It 

has tested a few kinds of software and some people use MS Project but primary 

“tool” is MS Excel.  

 

Cooperation with the project’s stakeholders has to work from the beginning of the 

project. Salesperson must be active and ask information from the factory about the 

work load. That is necessary because salesperson cannot promise lead time if 

someone has not confirmed it from the factory. Customer has to cooperate with the 

engineering if product has something special changes. Product consists of pre- 

defined modules and every module has pre-defined prices, if one of the modules 

needs changes, salesperson has to request new prices from the engineering. When 

customer accepts the quotation, it is time to project start up meeting. Salesperson 

invites all project stakeholders to the meeting and informs them about the product’s 

specification. Salesperson creates order specification and adds it to enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) system. Project manager will be named for each project, 

but Company B has not named actual project manager, who would be responsible 

about the all projects. Characteristics of the project define who will be project 

manager, but salesperson is Company B’s link to the customer during the whole 

project. Company B has not employed full time project managers because it is 

difficult to find professional project manager. Project manager has to have 

extensive knowledge about Company B’s products so person with proper expertise 

is hard to find.  

 

Company B requires that customer pays an advance payment before start of the 

project. Lead time for the product starts when customer has paid the advance 

payment. Company B has realized that typically 80 % of the products cost is 

material costs and 20 % is labor costs. In company is one person responsible about 

cost control so he/she has a lot of experience to estimate products costs. Main focus 

is to evaluate products costs in large entities because it is too difficult to evaluate 

separate modules. Mechanical planning and assembly are examples of entities 

which are evaluated.  
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One of the biggest challenges in Company B’s projects is that it has to promise short 

lead times because customers require products as soon as possible. Some purchase 

components have very long lead times so purchasers start purchase products in time. 

Component purchases should start during the design process because otherwise lead 

time will extend. Production starts also during the design process so there are many 

processes in progress at the same time. Although scheduling is important in 

Company B’s business, it has not proper project management software. Project’s 

activities and tasks are listed in the Excel sheet which is used to project’s task 

scheduling. That Excel sheet is like the checklist which reveals finished and 

unfinished tasks. It is very simplified and easy to use, therefore doesn’t use Gantt 

charts to illustrate scheduling. In the commissioning scheduling is in use different 

Excel sheet, because commissioning is independent operation. Gantt chart 

technique is use in commissioning scheduling, because it illustrates clearly where 

commissioning persons are working and when. Company B monitors weekly 

progress of the projects and previously mentioned Excel sheets help to be up to date 

about the progression of the projects.  

 

Products have to get pass FAT before delivery to the customer. Machines will 

produce samples at the factory, so performance of the machines can be guaranteed.  

Safety review is also made of the products. At the end phase of the project is 

important to ensure that customer’s infrastructure is suitable and ready to the 

machine. That is ensured by sending pre-installation guide to the customer. Pre-

installation guide includes requirements for base, pipes etc. Company B will send 

own commissioning persons to the customer when product is ready and customer 

has done pre-installations.   
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5 HALTON  

 

Halton is part of Halton Group, which is a Finnish family-owned business. Halton 

Group‘s offering consists of indoor climate and indoor environmental products, 

services and solutions. It is founded in 1969 and in 2015 Halton Group’s turnover 

was 197 million euros. Halton Group has operations in over 30 countries and 

amount of personnel was 1 400 in 2015. It consists of three strategic business areas 

(SBA): Halton, Halton Foodservice and Halton Marine. Halton offers healthcare 

facility and laboratory solutions, high glass office solutions and indoor climate 

products. Commercial kitchens and restaurants belong to Halton Foodservice’s 

segments. Halton Marine’s solutions are for ship’s building, oil and gas, energy and 

naval markets. (Halton Group 2016a) 

 

Halton Group’s target is to create more value to the customer than competitors. It 

offers high level customer service and replies agilely to customers’ needs. 

Competitor can be more successful than Halton Group in some individual 

dimension, but Halton Group’s target is to be a leading company in the total scope 

solutions. (Halton Intranet 2016) 

 

SBA Halton has three factories which are located in Finland, France and Hungary. 

High Class Office solution is one of the three SBA Halton’s segments. It is a total 

indoor climate solution so it can include a lot of different ventilation products. The 

second segment is Healthcare and Laboratory solution. Operating room solution is 

one example of segment’s solutions. The third segment is product segment, which 

consist of many air ventilation products. (Halton 2016)  

 

One of the Halton’s product categories is chilled beams. Chilled beams are mainly 

ETO products so they are tailored to fulfil the customer’s needs. In 2015 share of 

the ETO beams was 70% and 30% was standard beams. Standard chilled beam has 

also variable features, but in ETO product almost every feature can be re-designed. 

Standard CDC beam is pictured in figure 10 and it has variable features.   
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Possible variable features could be for example: 

- Total length of the beam, 

- Cooling coil length,  

- Color, 

- Type and direction of duct. 

 

 

Figure 10. CDC active chilled beam (Halton 2016b) 

 

Customer can request tailored chilled beam and then product is engineered to fulfill 

these customer’s needs. ETO-process may need sometimes a lot of work because 

customer has requirements and it can be challenging to fulfill these requirements 

technically. ETO-products make it possible to produce products, which create high 

value to the customer so ETO chilled beams supports strongly Halton Group’s 

strategic targets. Possibility to fulfill customer’s requirements is one of the Halton’s 

competitive advantages.  

 

Halton offers three kinds of services. One of the three services is offered at the 

Halton’s factory and two services are field services. At the factory’s test laboratory 

is possible to test chilled beams before production and delivery. There is also 

possibility to full-scale mock-up tests so beams functionality can be ensured at the 

planning phase of the project. If performance of the beams does not fulfill 

customer’s requirements, changes can be done to the beam before start of the 
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production. Halton offers field services for chilled beam systems, which include 

tuning and life cycle services. Field services are possible for chilled beam solutions, 

so it is not possible to get them without delivered chilled beam system. Normally 

Halton doesn’t install systems to the customer, but systems are sold with 

commissioning service. Commissioning service includes review of beam 

installations, check of prerequisites, start-up of the system, validation of the system 

performance and documentation. Users can be trained to the use of chilled beam 

system. Halton Life Cycle includes services after commissioning of the systems. It 

includes tuning, maintenance services and regular evaluation of the system’s 

functionality. 
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6 PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN CHILLED BEAM 

PROJECTS 

 

Chilled beam project includes a lot of different processes before delivery to the 

customer. Many project’s processes are executed by different actors so 

communication is one of the critical factors in successful projects. Understanding 

of processes is important before project tools implementation. 

 

6.1 Process description of typical chilled beam project 

 

At the beginning of the project customer sends inquiry to the Halton’s salesperson. 

Of course it would be better if salesperson contacts customer before inquiry, 

because then salesperson could offer special solution to the customer. If salesman 

can offer something special to the customer before inquiry, it is more likely that 

company wins the competitive bidding. In figure 11 is illustrated quotation process, 

which is the first part of the whole order process. When salesperson has checked 

inquiry, he or she has to find out what kind of products customer needs. If customer 

needs ETO-products, salesperson contacts sales support, because salesperson can’t 

create quotation of ETO-products by herself/himself. Salesperson can create 

quotation if customer orders MTO-products. ETO-procedure includes a lot of 

different processes, because ETO chilled beam can be totally different variation of 

MTO chilled beam so it needs a lot of re-design. Sales support gathers basic 

information of the project and defines it.  

 

Product design starts to create main drawings when project definition is ready. It is 

important that customer accepts main drawings before more specific planning. If 

customer is not satisfied to main drawings, needed changes has to be done before 

moving further in project planning. Products have to be tested, if product design is 

unique. Product can require performance tests or/and production tests. Before sales 

support’s cost calculation process, purchase sources and selects supplier. When 

sales support is ready with cost calculation, salesperson can create quotation to the 
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customer. Quotation process ends to the quotation acceptation. If customer accepts 

quotation, process can continue to pre-order process.  

 

Because in progress is normally many customer projects, project management has 

to be light that project management procedures don’t affect too much load to project 

team members. If project management procedures are too heavy, it is very hard to 

implement all tools and methods. Some projects need more management than 

others, because complexity of projects varies very much. Amount of risks may 

increase in large and complex project, so that is the reason why project management 

tools are needed to make project management more logical.  

 

 

Figure 11. Quotation process chart 
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When customer has accepted quotation, production planning can start to work with 

order. Figure 12 illustrates processes in pre-order process area. If project is complex 

and the product is unique, production planning has to get more information from 

sales support. Production planning may need more information so they can give as 

exact delivery time estimate as possible. Production planning also creates pre-order, 

which has to be done to the system. If customer wants to make some changes to the 

order, changes have to be done in pre-order confirmation point.   

 

 

Figure 12. Pre-order process chart 
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Order process area is the last part of the processes, which are related to projects. 

Processes for MTO-products and ETO-products differ, because ETO-products need 

more actions in ERP-system and product design has to create production drawings 

for ETO-products. In figure 13 is described how MTO-processes and ETO-

processes differ from each other. When pre-order is changed to order, salesperson 

can check MTO-order and send order confirmation to customer. Production 

planning can start also production scheduling when pre-order has changed to order. 

Product design has to create production order and confirm sales order, and then 

salesperson can send order confirmation to customer. When production drawings 

are created, production planning can start to schedule production. After production 

process logistics department has to plan and organize delivery to products. 

Invoicing is the last process in order process area. Lack of project management tools 

may affect also in order process area. In the beginning of the production process 

production department may need instructions from sales support so end product will 

be assembled right. Some projects can cause more work load to the labor than 

others, so it would be necessary to monitor labor times and costs of the projects. 

Labor cost control is difficult, because employees have many projects on progress 

at the same time. 
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Figure 13. Order process chart 

 

Sales support works usually as a project manager in projects. Every project manager 

has own project management methods, because there are no established project 

management practices. Some project managers may have more project meetings 

than others and they can use different kind of project management tools. Projects 

are divided between the sales support employees. Project countries determine who 

of the sales support employees is responsible of the project. Sales support 

employee’s works with projects and other ETO orders so they have many projects 

and ETO orders in progress all the time. Big ETO orders are handled like projects 

because project management tools help to handle large orders. Big ETO orders 

include a lot of information, which should be documented properly. Some projects 

may have risks so that is also one reason for project management procedures. ETO 
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chilled beam orders includes a lot of risks compared to standard beam orders, 

because ETO products are designed to fulfill customer’s needs. Projects can also be 

standard chilled beam order, but usually standard beams don’t need any special 

actions. These projects don’t need project management tools. Sales support may 

pay attention to standard project’s value, but normally projects are ETO chilled 

beam projects. Sales support defines projects based on the own experience. If order 

has high value, amount of beams is high or beams are complicated, order is called 

as a project.  

 

6.2 Project management tool’s suitability for chilled beam projects 

 

Project management tools and methods should primary support information control 

and management in chilled beam projects. At the moment use of project 

management tools is minimal. Everyone has own kind of project management 

methods so lack of consistent instructions causes challenges in the projects. It can 

be difficult to cover for a colleague if colleague’s working methods differs 

significantly from own methods. Consistent instructions would help cooperation 

between salesperson and sales support, but also cooperation among colleagues. 

Established project management methods would support to share information, but 

implementation may be challenging.  

 

Use of project plan or other kind of project document could help to structure 

information of the project. In table 3 are listed project plans advantages and 

disadvantages if it would be used in customer projects.  Project plan includes all 

essential information for project execution and if all information is not available on 

the first project meeting, it should be found out as soon as possible. If information 

is not in project plan, at least it should include instructions how information can be 

found. Visible and clear information sharing is important step to better 

communication. If project document includes all essential information of the 

project, it increases information sharing during the project. Primarily project plan 

would be sales support’s tool because it clarifies their project management methods, 

but all other project stakeholders can use project plan and usually it is needed. 
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Project manager is responsible about project plan but he/she may need advice from 

other project team members to fulfill it.  

 

Table 3. Project plan: pros and cons 

Project plan 

Pros Cons 

+ all essential information is 

structured into one document 

- extensive planning takes time, if 

all parts of project plan are filled 

+ it is easy to check project 

definition from the plan  

- requires time before start of actual 

project 

+ include updated information of the 

project 
  

+ flexible, because different parts 

can be used in different projects 
  

+ explicit plan helps to avoid many 

communication problems   

+ project plan template makes 

project planning faster 
  

+ information tool from factory to 

salesperson / customer   

+ project plan forms base for 

common working practices 
  

+ makes covering for a colleague 

easier 
  

 

CRM could be useful project management tool also for sales support, because sales 

support could predict coming projects from CRM. If every salesperson doesn’t use 

CRM, information can be unreliable and therefore predicting is challenging. 

Information of possible projects helps many operations at the factory, because some 

tasks may be useful to do before deals closing. That is the reason why regular and 

extensive use of CRM is essential. Good communication at the beginning of the 

project would help also to choose products to the project. Sales support can help to 

choose products at the beginning of the project if salesperson contacts sales support 

early enough. 
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Work breakdown structure or task list would help to structure project tasks. If 

responsible person is named for every task, it helps decision making during the 

project. From task list would be easy to check what has happened in the project and 

what has to be done next, because task list has to be updated during the project. 

Clear deadlines would help project team member to do their tasks on time. Task list 

is helpful tool if project managers cover for each other for example on summer 

vacations. Task list’s pros and cons are listed in table 4. Gantt chart has a lot of 

advantages, which are listed in table 5. Despite that Gantt chart can be too heavy 

project management tool for chilled beam projects because at the current situation 

all information is not available in the beginning of the project. So that is the reason 

why it is difficult to plan Gantt charts too much in advance. Gantt chart would be 

useful tool in research and development projects (R&D), because scheduling can 

be done by a sufficiently detailed level in the beginning of the R&D project.  

 

Table 4. Task list: pros and cons 

Task list  

Pros Cons 

+ explicit method to task control - list can be very long 

+ task structuring helps to remember 

undone tasks 

- has to be updated regularly, 

otherwise difficult to use 

+ responsibilities for tasks     

+ project progression review   
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Table 5. Gantt chart: pros and cons 

Gantt chart 

Pros Cons 

+ visual outlook - need for software 

+ parallel tasks are easy to recognize - a lot of planning needed at the 

beginning of the project 

+ excellent tool for project 

scheduling 

    

+ possibility to control project's 

progression 

    

 

Because risks can be high in some chilled beam projects, it can be useful to do risk 

analysis to the project.  In table 6 are listed risk management plan’s pros and cons. 

Risk analysis and risk management plan can be useful tools to prevent possible 

failures in the project, if analysis and plan are done at the beginning of the project. 

Risk analysis doesn’t itself prevent failures, therefore risk management plan is 

essential tool if organization wants to minimize risks. Risk management plan 

includes also risk controlling plan, which includes plan how risks are controlled and 

what kind of actions risks requires during the project. Risk management plan can 

be used to inform salesperson and other players in the project to get awareness of 

the project risks. When project managers have done risk management plan with the 

other project team members, salesperson can also help to avoid identified risks. If 

instructions to risk control are clear, risk management plan can decrease the amount 

of errors in ETO chilled beam projects.  Risk management can be for example 

useful to understand lead times of purchase components and human resources. On 

vacation time lack of employees can cause challenges because many employees 

may be at the same time on leave. Human resources have to be taken account 

because they can affect to capacity.  
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Table 6. Risk management plan: pros and cons 

Risk management plan 

Pros Cons 

+ makes possible to recognize risks 

before project 

- plan is useless, if control fails 

+ recognized risks are possible to 

avoid 

- risk management's following 

requires commitment 

+ it is possible to learn more about 

risks, if learning meeting is held 

- it is almost impossible to forecast 

all risks 

 

Management should know how much employees have worked with the projects. If 

management doesn’t have information of all used costs to the project, it is difficult 

to evaluate profitability of the project. Employees can work with many projects and 

tasks during the day so it can be challenging to write down all used working hours 

to the projects. Analyzing of labor costs can be useful to understand work load of 

the ETO chilled beam projects and therefore information cost calculations in 

quotation phase of the project. Control of working expense affects some load to 

employees so it is important to motivate them to cost control. Employees should 

get aware of the cost control advantages so then they can be motivated to the cost 

control. In table 7 is a summary of the cost control’s benefits and challenges.  

 

Table 7. Cost control: pros and cons 

Cost control 

Pros Cons 

+ more visible cost structure - difficult, because for example sales 

support has many projects in 

progress at the same time (labor cost 

control causes work load) 

+ makes possible to compare ETO 

vs standard products costs 

- control structure can be distorted if 

someone doesn't allocate own labor 

costs to the project 

+ project's profitability can be 

evaluated 
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Suitable PMIS system supports information sharing and makes it easier to manage 

projects. Suitability of system should be thought carefully because unsuitable PMIS 

system can cause more harm than benefit. System can be difficult to use or all 

doesn’t have access to the system. These kinds of harms affect also implementation 

problems and failed PMIS system implementation causes communication 

problems. Meaning of the PMIS system can be on the Halton’s case for example 

some kind of server for project documents or project management software.  

Features of the software have to be evaluated carefully, because they have to fulfill 

organization’s needs. Software can’t be too heavy or expensive, but is has to include 

all necessary project management tools to Halton’s operations. Project management 

software can increase efficiency of the project management, because it includes 

more functions compared to software, which is not developed to project 

management. Software’s functionality and user friendliness are important factors, 

because they make possible to implement software easily. PMIS may have project 

management features, which are not possible in basic office software. PMIS can be 

available on cloud, when access to software is simple and changes will be updated 

real timely. With software can be possible to create reports and evaluate project 

managers’ work load. Cloud based PMIS can offer possibility to document storage 

so documentation and project management tools can be on same source. PMIS can 

send notifications about coming deadlines so it is easy to stay up to date.  
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7 PROPOSED PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 

FOR CHILLED BEAM PROJECTS 

 

Project management theory introduces project phase model, which is also relevant 

in chilled beam projects. When chilled beam project is divided to phases, it is easier 

to create project milestones and steps. Project milestones and steps help to 

recognize the most important processes and tasks during the project and makes 

possible to create guidance to these points. 

 

7.1 Project phase model in chilled beam project 

 

In figure 14 is illustrated chilled beam project phase model, which includes project 

milestones and steps. Project milestones need specially attention, because milestone 

points are critical to project’s success. It is important that salesperson creates project 

opportunity to CRM and describes it after received inquiry. Salesperson can create 

project description to CRM also before received inquiry, if he/she finds opportunity 

some other way. Salesperson should have information about project’s specifications 

before project definition, because project manager should have enough information 

to more specific planning after definition phase. Salesperson can use Halton’s 

solutions library, when he/she define project with the customer. Salesperson has to 

contact sales support and define project with the help of the sales support. The first 

milestone is the most critical to project success, because it is essential that 

salesperson contacts sales support before milestone. Salesperson has to make 

project definition to CRM, because it is salesperson’s primary tool for information 

sharing.  After project definition project manager can hold a project meeting and 

start project planning.  

 

Project manager has to start use project management tools at the planning phase, if 

beam order fulfills predefined requirements. Project manager has to get all required 

information from salesperson before start of the planning. If all information is not 

available, project has to move back to the definition phase and salesperson has to 

define the project again. Project plan template is presented in appendix 1. Project 
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plan and other documentation is in Excel form so essential information for project 

execution can be included in the same Excel document. At current situation chilled 

beam projects don’t have actual project plan document so it is the first new project 

management tool in beam projects. Other new tools are: task list, risk management 

plan and cost control, but these tools are optional in small projects, because use of 

all tools can use too much work load. Task list is presented in appendix 2 and risk 

management plan template is introduced in appendix 3. In valuable and special 

projects all tools should be in use. When product design has created beam’s main 

drawings, customer has to accept them. Customers acceptation is important, 

because then project manager can be sure that product fulfills customer’s 

requirements and project planning can continue further. Customer’s acceptation to 

main drawings is the second milestone and after that project team can do other 

preparations before quotation. The third milestone is customer’s acceptation to 

quotation, because after this point is not possible to abort the project. If customer 

accepts quotation, salesperson must ask possibility to use project as a reference 

project. After the third milestone, production has to be planned and confirm 

delivery times to the customer. It is important that in special projects product 

designers and production manager collaborate before start of production, because 

then it is possible to evaluate beam’s production details. If quantity of the beams is 

large in the project or beam’s structure is special, it is smart to improve production 

effectiveness before start of the project.  

 

The end of the project consists of one step and one milestone. Halton offers field 

services for delivered beam systems. Tuning of the beams will be done when beams 

are installed, but life cycle services can occur after actual project ending. The fourth 

milestone is project learning meeting, which is also the last milestone. Project 

learning meeting is essential in large projects, because a lot of knowledge can be 

transferred to the other projects. Topics on the learning meeting are for example 

realized risks during the project and analyzing of cost control. 
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Figure 14. Chilled beam project procedure 

 

7.2 Use of project management tools during the project 

 

At current situation Halton has defined chilled beam business as “customer project 

business”, but there is no project management guidance or tools. That is the reason 

why common practices and methods are needed in project working. Common 

project procedure and tools are the first step to more consistent working methods. 

The main point in consistent chilled beam project procedure is to highlight the most 

important points in the whole project. The first milestone is very critical for project, 

because sales support should have all essential information for project planning on 

the planning phase of the project. If project team uses a lot of time to project 

planning and then beams’ specification changes, it will cause extra costs.  So it is 

extremely important that communication between salesperson and sales support is 

seamless. Project management tools are developed to improve information flow and 

communication during the project work.  
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Project plan, risk management plan, task list, cost control and quality control are 

primarily tools for project manager, who is usually sales support person. Project 

manager is responsible about use of tools and uses them with help of project team 

members. Project plan forms the basis for the project working, because it should 

include all essential information for project execution. If information is not in 

project plan, plan should include reference to place, where information is located. 

Project plan is management tool, but it also increases project’s transparency.  Risk 

management plan, task list, cost control and quality control are parts of the project 

plan. These tools have to be included to project plan, but use of all tools is not 

essential. Need for tools have to be evaluated at the planning phase of the project. 

In valuable and complex projects there is usually use for all tools, but in smaller 

projects need for tools has to be evaluated case-by-case. If project management 

tools are used, project plan has to include also control plan for the tools, because it 

is important part of project management. If management tools are used, they have 

to be controlled or updated during the project. Controlling and updating during the 

project is extremely important, because it is only way to get benefit from the use of 

tools.  

 

Project management tools are chosen to fulfill chilled beam project’s requirements. 

Tools are also adapted so that tools are suitable for the chilled beam projects. Tools 

and methods should be implemented properly so everyone can get benefit from the 

use of tools. One important factor in implementation process is guidance to the use. 

If nobody knows how to use tools, nobody uses them. It is important that everyone 

know how to use tools so it is possible to get full advantage of them. Successfully 

implemented project management methods make project management more 

consistent between project managers. If tools are too heavy and complex, it can 

affect negatively to project implementation. Use of tools may affect too much work 

load to project managers, because they work with many projects at the same time. 

Sizes of the orders and beam’s complexity vary a lot so that is the reason why 

chilled beam business can be handled like a project business. All orders are not 

huge or complex so these orders don’t need specific project management methods.  
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Quality control is one necessary part of project plan. Usually sales support, designer 

and production manager do together quality review for the first produced ETO-

beam, but in large and complex projects can be need for more precise quality 

control. Before project execution has to be defined, when quality inspections are 

made and what has to be controlled. If beams are delivered in batches, it can be 

necessary to review the first beam of every produced batch. Review has to be 

documented and beam has to be pictured. In special projects can be used quality 

control checklist, which includes beams quality requirements. Cost control has to 

be done all the time during the project. Cost control of fixed working costs may be 

the most challenging tool to implement, because many projects are in progress at 

the same time and many employees have to participate to cost control. That is the 

reason, why implementation has to be done step by step. Firstly project managers 

have to start use cost control, because they are responsible about the projects. 

Project managers have to start write down their labor costs in a few large projects. 

When they are more experienced in cost control, they can develop further cost 

control methods. If experiences are good labor cost control can be taken in use in 

all projects. Next step is to implement cost control to other project team members. 

Project managers have to convince that cost allocation is possible and they should 

tell benefits of the cost control. 

  

Agile project management methods can also be useful in some projects. Traditional 

project management methods are more suitable than agile methods to chilled beam 

projects, but agile project management thinking is good to understand in company. 

Combination of traditional and agile methods is a potential way to manage chilled 

beam projects. Traditional project management methods have to form basis for 

project management, because they improve information management in projects. 

Agile project management is an iterative approach and it is suitable to projects, 

which requires fast delivery and changes during execution. Agile method can be 

suitable also in small and complex projects, because beam’s specifications can be 

difficult to define. Sales support and salesperson has to iterate beam’s specifications 

so that it fulfills customer’s requirements. Agile management emphasizes 

communication and collaboration during the project so it can help collaboration 
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especially between salesperson and sales support. In complex and special project, 

agile project management methods can help to find creative and innovative 

solutions. It is important that agile methods are not used on execution phase on 

chilled beam projects, because changes can cause a lot of extra costs in the projects. 

Poor documentation in agile management can cause misunderstanding. In some 

situation agility response to customer’s changed requirements can be competitive 

advantage.  

 

It is important to find suitable project management tools, but it is also essential to 

have information infrastructure, which support use of tools. CRM, ECM and 

network drive can be used to document information.  All of them have advantages, 

but also challenges. CRM is primarily sales’ tool for customer relationship 

management so it can be challenging to implement it to project management use. It 

is possible to tailor CRM to project management use, but at current situation it is 

not suitable to manage entire project with CRM. CRM is the most important tool at 

the beginning of the project, because salesperson has to describe and define project 

to CRM. It is difficult to specify rule when project can be called as the “project”, 

because in CRM it is called as an opportunity. When probability to deal’s closing 

is high, project management has to decide, if opportunity has to be called as a 

project.  To the network drive documentation can be done easily, but it is not 

accessible from all locations. So network drive is not the best place for information 

sharing. One option is to create project sites to ECM, because it is common tool in 

the company. There is no need to add all existing documents to the ECM, but there 

should be at least project plan and other documents, which are needed to project 

execution. Documents, which are used only by locally, can be stored in network 

location.    
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The most significant result of the research is increased project management 

knowledge. Objective of the report is to propose project management procedure for 

chilled beam projects. Procedure is introduced in chapter 7 and includes useful tools 

to project management and project steps, which help to understand the most critical 

points during the project. Increased knowledge of project management tools and 

methods helps also project managers to develop procedures. Tools and procedure 

need a proper implementation. If implementation failures, nobody use tools and 

procedures. Everyone has to have enough information about the new procedures. 

Guidance to the use is one effective way to implementation, but new methods need 

also support from the managers. Support of the managers is important, because they 

are also responsible to update tools and methods. 

 

At current situation are many possibilities to make mistakes during the project. With 

clear guidance is possible to avoid these mistakes. It is important to highlight critical 

points of project so then project members pay attention to critical points. If project 

management procedure is updated, steps have to be selected carefully. Irrelevant 

steps may cause confusion so that’s why only relevant steps should be chosen to 

project management procedure. Sales support is the key user of the project 

management tools so they are on responsibility to develop tools after 

implementation. All sales support employees had own working methods and they 

didn’t have common project management practices. It is important that they share 

their opinions of the project management tools and develop them together. Some 

features can be more suitable for others, but they can give good advices for each 

other. This kind of development is one step to project management thinking.   

 

Cost control tool can be challenging to implement, but it is essential. Fixed working 

costs has to be allocated by all project stakeholders otherwise results of cost control 

are not realistic. Cost control tools can be tested and developed in a small group 

before implementation to all project stakeholders. Implementation can be easier, if 
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the small group can tell experiences and advices to others. If experiences of cost 

control tools are good, tools can be also used in other businesses in the organization.  

  

8.1 Implementation of the proposed procedure 

 

Employees have to get motivated to use project management tools. It is difficult to 

implement project management procedures to whole project team at the same time. 

Because sales support workers are project managers and they are primary users of 

project management tools, it is important that they start to use tools at first. Project 

managers have to get proper guidance to the use and they have to understand why 

it is important to use project management tools. At the beginning of the 

implementation process it is extremely important to improve and modify tools to 

project’s requirements. Probably tools will need developing also after 

implementation process, because it is easier to find improvements when tools have 

been in use for a while. There is three main points, which have to be considered in 

implementation process:  

 

1. Project management procedure: understanding of project’s critical points 

and steps. 

2. Use and development of project management tools.  

3. Suitable information systems, which are used to information sharing. 

 

Project tool guidance can include requirements for the use of project management 

tools. Project can have value limit, and if value of the project is over that limit, 

project management tools have to be used. Pre-defined requirements are good to 

control use of the tools, because if requirements are fulfilled, use of tools is 

obligatory. Naturally it is not easy to define pre-requirements and limits, because 

all ETO-orders are different. Chilled beam projects, which include controls, are 

usually complex so project management tools have to be used. Project management 

tools have to be used in complex projects, but it is difficult to define exact 

requirements to complex project. Project manager has to make decision of the use 

and they can use also only part of the tools.  
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Someone has to be named to be owner of the project management procedure and 

tools. Owner is responsible about the changes and developing of the procedure and 

tools. Project plans and tools have to be visible at least for project team members, 

because then all can get benefit of the use of tools. Salespersons have to get 

information of the new project management procedure and they have to get 

guidance to it. Project plan has an important role at the beginning of the planning 

phase of the project, because transition from definition phase to planning phase is 

not possible without all necessary information.  

 

8.2 Future research 

 

Proposed project management procedure is focused to project managers and 

operations inside the factory. In future is important to develop project management 

methods of sales and field services. It is important that salesperson uses CRM 

effectively and shares information to sales support. Sales need guidance to the use 

of CRM and what information has to be shared. Sales support can set requirements 

to the information what they want to the project plan. Field services are also 

increasing business, which can also get benefit of the project management tools.    

 

Project management tools can be used also in Halton’s other businesses. This 

research focused to develop tool for chilled beam projects, but it can be possible to 

use tools also in other business. Suitability to other business should be researched, 

because tools are not always suitable to other projects. Tools can be suitable also 

for other customer projects, but they can be only partly used in research and 

development projects.   

 

Suitable project management software is one important topic for future research at 

Halton. Project management software can make project management easier than 

management with Excel based project management tool. It can be difficult to find 

software which fulfills project management’s requirements. Benchmarking at 

Company A and B revealed that it is difficult to find good software. Company B 
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haven’t found it, but Company A has found suitable software a short time ago. 

Evaluation of different software requires resources and research. Features of 

different kinds of software vary and some of them are too heavy to fulfill chilled 

beam project requirements.  If organization implements unsuitable project 

management software, it can cause economical losses. Software can be very 

expensive, if implementation of that kind software failures, investments to software 

can be useless. Project management software can be too heavy and difficult to use, 

that can be one reason for implementation failure, because nobody uses software, 

if it doesn’t fulfill requirements for projects. Also weak guidance to the use of 

software is one common reason for implementation failure.  
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9 SUMMARY 

 

Objective of the thesis has been to propose project management procedure for 

chilled beam projects. In chilled beam projects haven’t been any project 

management tools in use, so thesis project is focused to find tools, which help to 

manage projects. Project management tool has to be easy and quick to use, because 

project managers have many projects in progress at the same time. That is the reason 

why tools cannot be too heavy. As a result of the thesis is proposed five project 

management tools for chilled beam projects: 

- Project plan  

- Risk management plan  

- Task list 

- Cost control 

- Quality control 

 

Project management tools are customized to fulfill requirements of chilled beam 

projects. For example project plan has to be light, because too extensive project 

plan takes very much time. Project plan is the most important tool, because it 

includes all essential project information in the same document.  

 

Proposed project management procedure consists of project milestones and steps. 

Milestones and steps help to understand the most important points during the 

project. Procedure includes also project management tools and guidance to the use 

of tools. Defined chilled beam project phases and milestones form the basis for 

project management thinking in the chilled beam projects.     
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Appendix 1: Project plan template 

Definition

Project:

Date:

Value:

Background and targets:

Organization

Project team: 

  - Project manager

  - Sales support

  - Designer

  - Purchase 

  - Production

  - Products

  - Salesperson

Contact persons:

  - R&D

  - etc.

Execution plan

Schedule and tasks: Sheet Task list

Risk management plan: Sheet Risk management plan

Budget

Budgeted project costs:

Cost control: Sheet Cost control

Controlling plan

Meeting plan: Next project meeting on week [xx]

Controlling and reporting:

  - Minutes of meeting
Minutes of meetings will be in same OneNote document 

and stored in network drive.

  - Project plan
Includes all essential information of the project. Updated 

after project meetings if needed.

  - Task list
Project manager updates regularly after project 

meetings.

  - Risk management plan
Control meetings for example after mock-up and at the 

beginning of the production.

  - Cost control
Everyone writes down used working hours during the 

project. Control in the end of the project.

  - Quality control: Quality control sheet



 

 

 

 

Appendix 2: Task list template 
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Task Responsible person Start date Scheduled  due date Duration (days) Completion date Status Notes

Fr
i
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t

Su
n

M
o

n

Tu
e

W
ed

Th
u

Fr
i

Sa
t
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n

Product design

  Create main drawings

Purchase

  Select suppliers

Production

  Production planning

etc.



 

 

 

 

Appendix 3: Risk management plan template 

  

RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN

Responsible:

RISK CONTROL SCHEDULE

ANALYZE RISKS

Status (1st ctrl 

meeting)

Date of analysis:

Participants:

Updated:

1st control meeting

2nd control meeting

Learning meeting

When?

Project:

Status (learning 

meeting)
Impact

Overall 

factor

IDENTIFY RISKS RISK ASSESMENT TREAT RISKS MONITOR AND REVIEW

Notes
Status (2nd ctrl 

meeting)
Problem / risk Cause Effect (worst possible) Probability Actions Risk owner Timetable


